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GLOBAL AIRFREIGHT
COMPETITIVE DOOR-TO-DOOR SOLUTIONS FOR ALL YOUR AIRFREIGHT NEEDS

Airfreight is a vital component of many supply chains. But unless managed with skill, airfreight
may be more costly than expected and also fail to yield the expected time advantages. Damco
offers a range of accessible, proactive and time-driven services that put our customers and
their cargo first from start to finish.
What are the benefits?
• Damco offers airfreight services through its
global network of offices
• By exploring your needs with you, we can
develop plans to meet your door-to-door transit
time requirements at a competitive price
• Our long established carrier relationships ensure
capacity availability, high service standards and
durable pricing
• Multi-modal options combine air with sea, inland
waterway, rail or road to provide comprehensive
end to end solutions with a single point of
contact
• Damco’s own information portal, Damco.com,
provides a personalised myDamco account and
real time visibility through tailored ‘milestone’
reporting
• Damco brings years of innovation through our
market-leading supply chain management
solutions expertise to respond to your changing
business needs

Programme Components
Components
Priority Air

Features
•

Using first available dedicated express service.
Airport to Airport transit times of 24-48 hours

•

Your goods move on standard services, with generally
a daily uplift. Airport to Airport transit times of 72-120
hours

•

This is a consolidation service, operating weekly or
more frequently and benefitting from our hub and
gateway network. Airport to Airport transit time of 120168 hours

•

For remote locations and goods not suitable for routine
flights, Damco can arrange charters on a one-off or
regular basis for time critical cargoes and special
situations such as product launches and
humanitarian aid.

•

We use sea, rail or truck connections to our hubs to
offer a range of multimodal options

•

Flexible and efficient transport to and from air
terminals
We offer comprehensive and cost-effective
management of customs clearance, bonded
operations, regulatory declarations and other
requirements
We manage trade and shipping administration
including import/export licensing, and certiicates of
origin
In many geographies Damco arranges full commercial
insurance at advantageous rates

Premium Air

Economy Air

Charters

Multimodal

•
Additional
services

•

•

DAMCO.COM

About Airfreight
Airfreight can reduce the total logistics cost for urgent or time-critical logistical challenges. By combining
the speed of air with the cost savings of other modes, backed by smooth and efficient customs and
administrative procedures, customers can enjoy the best of both worlds; reducing inventory and improving
their own service offer with faster response times at affordable cost.

This is how it works:
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Based on your needs, Damco
will suggest the best possible
transportation for your cargo. As
next step, cargo departs clients’
production facility
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Damco assists with your insurance
and/or documentation
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Cargo loaded onto plane
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Cargo in transit to destination
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Cargo unloaded from plane
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Customs clearance assistance
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Cargo transported via inland
logistics services
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Cargo delivered to clients’
premises
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Full end-to-end visibility and
milestone reporting will be
available through myDamco
customer portal and our dedicated
customer service teams will inform
and support in the unfortunate
event of disruptions
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CUSTOMS
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Global partners
Damco offers airfreight services through its global network of offices. Most of our volume is routed through strategic
partners with whom we have deep and longstanding relationships. This enables us to secure capacity, control costs
and attain high service levels.
In-house carrier through hub and gateway network
On selected high volume trade lanes, Damco operates a hub and gateway network, using our own controlled
capacity through our in-house carrier. By careful selection of airports, and by using our own staff, we can ensure
services that are frequent, cost-effective and highly reliable.
Security
Security is of course our number one priority in airfreight, at our own hubs and at all the other facilities we use. All our
hub/gateway warehouses are TAPA ‘A’ and/or C-TPAT certified. We make extensive use of CCTV, and where possible
we build our own units supported by photographic evidence of seals and ULD numbers. Pallets are check weighed
at origin and destination. Our robust and comprehensive information systems also ensure that security authorities are
not confronted with unexpected or non-compliant consignments.

About Damco
Damco is one of the world’s leading third party logistics providers. Flexible enough to act on specific customer requirements and robust enough to
deliver, Damco supports companies worldwide with customised freight forwarding and supply chain solutions that are innovative, sustainable and
cost-effective. With 11,000+ employees and more than 300 offices in over 100 countries, Damco combines its global coverage with detailed knowhow of local situations and procedures.

